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This is a study using a system with very simple yet erratic behavior. Unlike generative processes, this system is designed for the purpose of
musician interference and its functionality is too simple to be generative. Without interference it will generate a steady and static sound material.
The system is simple enough for the musician to be able to learn and anticipate (to a certain extent) but still offers unpredictable behavior in its
subtleties.
System A component description:
•
•
•

2 filters, at least one of which, amplified.
2 low frequency oscillators with variable wave shapes
stereo panner

System B component description:
•
•
•
•
•

2 filters.
2 low frequency oscillators with variable wave shapes
spring reverb
2 coupled function generators
stereo panner

The low frequency oscillators:
•
•
•

Provide the mechanical disturbance to the steady and static sound material the filters generate by feeding into filter’s input as well as
controlling the filter’s frequency and amplifier levels.
Send out both natural and phase inverted forms of their current output.
Are tied by frequency, wave shape and phase. The musician can choose one free parameter at a time and control it manually.

Attenuators are used by the musician to control the level and type of influence the oscillator has on the different parts or the system.
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The musician listens to the behavior of the system and manually controls various parts as noted, such as filter’s frequency, amplifier level,
oscillator wave shape, oscillator frequency, the relative phase between the two oscillators and the amount of effect the oscillator has on the other
parts of the system.
Realization: The piece was conceived for my own performance using specific setup. The score is intended to describe the process and behavior in
order to keep track of the evolving idea. Since this is an electronic music work and cannot be accurately recreated (accept for playing back a
recording) the idea of a fixed score loses its purpose. However, if interpreted by others, any type of component (filters, lfo, vca’s) can be used
(considering different performers own different gear). The system should play out of a stereo system.
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